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Prologue
The Utah Amateur Radio Club was organized under its present
name in 1927, although its beginnings may date back as early as
1909. In 1928, it became affiliated with the American Radio
Relay League (club #1602) and is a non-profit organization
under the laws of Utah. It holds a club station license with the
call W7SP, a memorial call for Leonard (Zim) Zimmerman, an
amateur radio pioneer in the Salt Lake City Area.
Meetings: The club meets each month except July and August.
The meetings are held on the first Thursday of the month at 7:30
PM in the Bonneville Medical Building located at 1255 East
3900 South in Holladay, across the street from St. Marks
Hospital.
Membership: Club membership is open to anyone interested in
amateur radio; a current license is not required. Dues are $15 per
year, including a Microvolt subscription. The Microvolt and
membership cannot be separated. Those living at the same
address as a member who has paid $15 may obtain a membership
without a Microvolt subscription for $9. Send dues to the Club
Secretary: Gregg Smith, KD7APW, 7546 S. Uranium Dr.,
West Jordan, UT 84109. A RRL membership renewals should
specify ARRL Club #1602.
Contributions: Monetary contributions are gladly accepted.
Send directly to the Club Treasurer: Chuck Johnson, 1612 W.
4915 S. Taylorsville, UT
84123-4244.
For in kind
contributions, please contact any board member to make
appropriate arrangements.
Repeaters: UARC maintains the 146.62- and 146.76- repeaters.
The repeaters are administered by the UARC Repeater
Committee. Comments and questions may be directed to any
Committee member. The Lake Mountain repeater (146.76-) has
autopatch facilities on both the Orem exchange (covering
Santequin to Lehi) and the Salt Lake City exchange (covering
Draper to Layton). The 449.10 repeater has autopatch facilities
into Salt Lake City only available to UARC members. Due to
the volume of traffic, only mobiles should use this autopatch.
Autopatch use is open to all visitors to our area and to all club
members. Non-members who wish to use the autopatch are
encouraged to help with the cost of maintaining the equipment
by joining the club.
Ham Hot-Line: The Utah Amateur Radio Club (UARC) has a
Ham Hotline, 583-3002. Information regarding Amateur Radio
can be obtained, including club, testing, meeting, and
membership information. If no one answers leave your name,
telephone number and a short message on the answering
machine, and your call will be returned.
Publication: The Microvolt is the official publication of the
club. Deadline for submissions to the Microvolt is the 10th of
each month prior to publication. Submissions by email are
preferred (wmgooch@concentric.net), but other means
including diskettes and typewritten submissions can be mailed
directly to: Manford Gooch, 6344 S. Shenandoah Park Ave.,
Holladay, UT 84121. All submissions are welcome but what is
printed and how it is edited are the responsibility of the Editor
and the UARC board. Reprints are allowed with proper credits to
The Microvolt, UARC, and authors. Changes in mailing
address should be communicated to the Club Secretary: Gregg
Smith, 7546 S. Uranium Dr., West Jordan, UT, 84084.1
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President: Maurine Strektenfinger, K7HOZ
Exec VP: Alan Seyboldt, N7OI
Vice Pres: Gordon Smith, K7HFV
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For late breaking news listen to the UARC Information Net Sundays at
21:00 on 146.62 or set your browser to:
www.xmission.com/~uarc/announce.html 1
We are grateful to the management of XMission, our Internet Service
Provider (ISP), for the donation of this Web-Page service. 1

For account information go to:
http://www.xmission.com/
Or call 801 539-08521.
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Finally, what makes a good radio club is the
people -- making use of the many talents we have at
our disposal. Let's make sure we set new goals
each year to constantly improve; after all, we are
the oldest club -- we can also be the best.

PHOTO:RON SPEIRS KC7MYS

QST From the Prez
I read an interesting article in the February,
2000 issue of Worldradio last week, written by Jeff
Reinhardt, AA6JR. It is titled "What does your
club do?" It gives several ideas about making our
clubs more enjoyable. I am happy to say that we
seem to be doing most of the things he suggests.

If you missed our March meeting, you
didn't meet Dan Brown. He took us on a trip to
Myanmar (Burma), and the Dxpedition (see
photo). We learned how much is involved in
planning something of that magnitude. It took a
year to put it all together. He showed us slides of
the country, the people, their government and
customs. We saw how they set up their towers and
antennas, and also how much fun they had, King
Cobras notwithstanding. I could go on and on.
Just make sure that you make it to the next meeting.
You will be glad you did.
See you next month. 73
Maurine Strektenfinger’ 1
From the March Meeting

We have excellent speakers that educate
and motivate us each month, and we take a few
minutes in every meeting to introduce ourselves. (I
like that part). We are building a repeater on Scotts
hill to be linked to 146.620, and we have a club
station for all to use.
The article also suggests that we make sure
there is something for everyone. There are so many
facets to this hobby, we should try to address as
many as possible. And don't forget the social
activities; they help to bring us together as friends
as well as fellow Hams. It suggests that we
publicize our activities. It is nice to see our club's
efforts recognized by our communities. We should
also give new ideas a chance. They just may work.

PHOTO:RON SPEIRS KC7MYS

Dan Brown, NA7DB (Leader of the Myanmar
DXpedition) flanked by Program Chairmen Dick
Abbott, K7MZ, and Darryl Hazelgren, AF7O
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On April 15, most of us will have an "opportunity"
to interact with our federal government for at least
two reasons one of these reasons (IRS) is not new.
One (FCC) is new, controversial, and, in some
respects for many, confusing. In the February
issue of Microvolt, details of the FCC's
restructuring of amateur licensing regulations
were presented. Since there have been a lot of
questions about the details of both initial licensing
and upgrading as of April 15, we report the
specifics using as sources an understandable, yet
comprehensive, summary published by Worldradio
and a detailed treatment of the situation with
regard to code requirements from ARRL. There
follows an observation by our immediate past
president. Current issues of QST, CQ, 73, and
Worldradio provide extensive coverage of this issue
along with editorial comments. For those who
view the new requirements as unnecessary/fatal
revisionism, a look at the editorial in the March
issue of CQ might be worthwhile; it turns out that
we've actually been here before. Ed.]

If you possess a CSCE less than one year
old for theory tests in the General or Amateur Extra
class, after 15 April 2000 you can upgrade without
taking additional tests, provided you have passed
the 5 word per minute Morse code examination. In
other words, if you are currently a Novice, Tech
Plus, General or Advanced class licensee, you have
already fulfilled the Morse code requirement. You
will be required to present your CSCE at a VE
exam, and you must fill out a Form 605 and pay the
current fee for examination.
The new question pools will be released by
the middle of February. All current question pools
will be invalid after 15 April 2000. There has been
a run on study materials for the current question
pools, so you may have difficulty locating current
material. You may want to check the ARRL
website at www.arrl.org for materials.
If you have any questions, feel free to leave
a message, and we'll do our best to answer them.
Worldradio1

Restructuring in a Nutshell
With the 30 December Report and Order
issued by the FCC, there are major changes taking
place in Amateur Radio. In a nutshell, this is what
is going to happen:
Novice - no new licenses in this class will be
issued.
Technician - no change
Technician Plus - merged into the Technician class.
There will no longer be a Technician Plus. No new
licenses will be issued.
General- no change

FCC Change Gives Morse Element
Credit to Expired Novices
Anyone who ever held a Novice ticket-expired or otherwise--will be able to claim credit
for Element 1, the 5 WPM Morse code
examination, under revised Amateur Radio
licensing rules going into effect April 15. The
change was included in the version of the FCC's
restructuring rules, published February 10 in The
Federal Register.
The change affects &sect;97.505(a)(5) of
the rules that spells out element credit. That
sentence now says: "An expired or unexpired FCCgranted Novice Class operator license grant:
Element 1."

Advanced - no new licenses will be issued.
Amateur Extra - no change
For General and Amateur Extra class, the
Morse code requirement will be reduced to 5 words
per minute. If you hold, for example, a Novice
class license, you may renew your license and
remain in the Novice class for as long as you want.
The same applies with the Technician Plus and
Advanced classes.

The rules already give Element 1 credit for
those holding an expired or unexpired FCC-issued
Technician Class operator license document
granted before February 14, 1991, as well as to
applicants possessing an FCC-issued commercial
radiotelegraph operator license or permit that's
valid or expired less than 5 years.
There's no indication, however, that the
FCC intends to extend Element 1 credit to
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applicants who once held any other FCC-issued
licenses now expired, including Tech Plus,
General, Advanced, or Amateur Extra.
Because of other anomalies in the new
rules, the ARRL is recommending for now that
holders of Novice or Tech Plus licenses retain their
license documents or copies in the event they need
to claim Element 1 credit when upgrading under the
new rules. When renewed after April 15, 2000,
Technician Plus licenses will come back stamped
"Technician," and the FCC has said it does not plan
to keep track of which Technicians have Morse
code element credit and which do not.
The FCC also has indicated to the ARRL
that post-April 15 Technicians who subsequently
qualify for HF operation by passing Element 1 will
retain element credit for upgrading purposes only
for 365 days--the term of a Certificate of Successful
Completion of Examination--not permanently,
although this will not affect their ongoing
Novice/Technician HF privileges. Without a
change in the rules, affected Technicians
attempting to upgrade more than a year after
passing Element 1 would have to retake the Morse
code examination.
The ARRL plans to file a petition for partial
reconsideration asking the FCC to continue to keep
track of which Technicians have Morse code
element credit and which do not. The League also
will ask the FCC to make Element 1 credit
permanent for post-April 15 Technicians who
successfully pass the Morse exam.
ARRL Newsletter

Morse Code
Since the restructuring of Amateur Radio licensing
was announced by the FCC, I decided to purchase
the "Morse Code, The Essential Language" book
from the UARC "Book Lady", Fred. I have had
many contacts using Morse Code and have enjoyed
learning and using it.
No matter what your feelings are about the
new licensing, this is what the licensing is going to
be. I was happy to see the FCC leave some code in
the licensing structure, while much of the rest of the
world is not including it. As the book points, out
there are some good reasons to learn and practice
the Morse Code:

1. It is the most widely recognized means
of signaling in the world.
2. It is the only code understood by both
man and machine.
3. It is the only code allowed on all
Amateur frequencies.
4. It is the best method of communication
that can "get through" and be understood
when all other methods have failed.
My favorite reason for learning the code
is:
IT IS FUN!
You might want to try it, if you haven't.
Who knows -- you might like it.
73,
Gary Openshaw, KC7AWU

Rudy and the Code
When I became interested in Amateur
Radio, I set about teaching myself Morse code. It
was an activity I could do while walking our bright,
alert, family pooch in the still of each morning. I
would tuck my little recorder into my pocket as we
set out, and it would spit out dits and dahs into the
early morning air. I would announce, loud and
clear, "B!" or "C!" and on through the alphabet.
Rudy dutifully trotted along on his leash. "M! N!
O! P!" and so on.
Some ten days into the routine, I stared in
amazement as Rudy lifted his hind leg to do his
thing whenever I said the letter "P." From then on,
Rudy was on his own. Every time ".--." came out of
the speaker, up came his hind leg. That Rudy had
learned Morse Code became indisputable. In only a
few more days, he stopped waiting for me to call
out the letter and when he heard ".--." he did his
duty. Poor dog, when he passed away at the ripe old
age of 17, our veterinarian was convinced that the
cause of death was a super-dry bladder. We know
better, he just ran out of gas. 73 to you, Rudy, we
hope you teach all the other dogs the code in "Dog
Heaven.”
Abe Sommer,, KF6PF, in Worldradio1
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Examination Schedule
04/01/2000 (Sat.) Salt Lake City
Contact: Gordon Smith, K7HFV
Phone 582-2438; 534-8116**
04/12/2000 (Wed.) Mantua
Contact: Niko Takahashi, AA7OL
Phone (435)512-5919
04/19/2000 (Wed.) Provo
Contact: Steve Whitehead, NV7V
Phone 465-3983

04/25/2000* (Tues.) Salt Lake City
Contact: Eugene McWherter, N7OVT
Phone 484-6355**
05/03/2000 (Wed.) Farmington
Marc Uhrey, AB7PL
Phone 771-0105; 536-4782
*Only Technician elements given at this session
** Pre-registration required; call before
examination date
For more detail either call the contact or refer to the
information on the UARC webpage
http://www.xmission.com/~uarc1

Blast from the Past
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UARC Jackets and Hats
Official Club apparel is now available through Joe
Flurer, KD7EGY, owner of Custom Design
Marketing.
Hats are available with the UARC logo for $10.65.
If you add your call sign to the back of the hat, the
price is $13.85. Jackets with the UARC logo on the
back and your call sign on the front are $48.92. If you
add a small UARC logo to the front, the price is
$52.11. Golf shirts are also available with a small
UARC logo on the front for $28.71. All of the above
prices include sales tax. You can order your apparel
at club meetings or by contacting Custom Design
Marketing, 6049 S. Highland Drive, 278-5258.
REMEMBER … a portion of all sales goes back to
the Club to support the repeaters. Wearing the apparel
also helps promote the Club.1

Contesting Calendar for April 2000
SP DX Contest - CW/SSB
DX YL to NA YL Contest - CW
UBA Spring Contest - CW
EU Spring Sprint - SSB
Michigan QSO Party - CW/SSB
Holyland DX Contest - CW/SSB
Good Friday CW Sprint - CW
Low Power Spring Sprint - CW
Florida QSO Party (1) - CW/SSB
Nebraska QSO Party - CW/SSB
Ontario QSO Party - CW/SSB
Florida QSO Party (2) - CW/SSB

1500Z,Apr 1
1400Z,Apr 6
0700Z, Apr 9
1500Z,Apr 15
1600Z,Apr 15
1800Z,Apr 15
2200Z,Apr 21
1500Z,Apr 24
1600Z,Apr 29
1700Z,Apr 29
1800Z,Apr 29
1200Z,Apr 30

For more comprehensive listings and rules see:
www.sk3bg.se/indexeng.htm, www.contesting.com/
links/calendars1

Featured Member of the Month
In meeting UARC members and in doing
this column, the author is continually amazed at the
caliber of people that belong to UARC. This
month’s UARC featured member of the month is no
exception.
Dick Bell, W7TGC, has been a ham since
1953. He mostly operates HF, and occasionally
VHF, and he is active in helping new hams get on
the air as well as being a frequent contributor to the
UARC-sponsored test sessions. A UARC member
for 12 years, Dick finds that being a member of
UARC allows him to support the local community
as well as to sit in on some interesting presentations
and good company.
When talking to people about this article
and researching material on Dick, the author was
delighted to find that he also has another hobby. It
seems that Dick (yes, mild-manned Dick Bell) is a
mountain climber.
As you can see by the
accompanying article (p. 9), he has scaled some
interesting peaks here in Utah. Additionally, Dick
was on the first team to climb the West face of Lone
Peak in 1958. He has also managed to mix his
hobbies. He has operated HF from Notch Peak and
even operated a 2m HT from Wheeler Peak in the
East Nevada Desert.
Professionally, Dick used to work for Sperry in
their data reduction laboratory. Data reduction
involves taking telemetry data from missile
launches and converting it into usable and
manageable pieces of information. As you can see,
UARC enjoys a diverse and interesting
membership. Dick is a very special part of that
membership, and the club is honored to have him
as a member.
73, Tom Schaefer, NY4I1

continued
next page....
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Dick Bell Today

With QRP rig and test equipment

On CW with TS520/VFO520
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6-Meter FM Repeater Now On the Air!
In the past few years, many of the rigs sold
for HF include 6 METERS (50 to 54 MHz). What
can 6 meters do? Well, on SSB, when skip is in, a
few watts can go well over 1000 miles. Most of the
time, though, the band is simply a local access band
(like 10 meters). But why don't hams use it more?
Not very many people had rigs (until recently.)
Not only that, it was a major case of the dreaded
TVI (television interference) because of its close
proximity to channel 2 television (54 to 60 MHz)
and the relatively poor front-end response of older
TV's -- the hassle just wasn't worth it.
Today, a few things have happened and
continue to happen to make this under-used band a
better prospect for ham radio. TV sets have gotten
better, and more people in urban areas have
switched to satellite or cable TV, which reduces the
probability of off- air pick-up of interference. And
maybe the future will eliminate channel 2 entirely
with the new digital television migrating in many
areas to UHF. Wow!
Which mode do I use? Well if you are a
Dxer, maybe the CW and SSB modes will excel in
weak signal situations. What about FM? Just like
on 2 meters and 440, it sounds great and has an
added advantage of being less likely to interfere
with consumer electronics though envelope
demodulation. Besides the newer HF rigs, the new
tri-band handhelds are becoming more popular.
Commercial FM gear is also available for
conversion to 6 meters with modest power levels,
typically from 40 to 110 watts.
To help increase the usage of 6 meters in
Utah, a few of us have gotten together and built a
new repeater for 6 meters. For sure, this isn't the
first 6-meter FM repeater ever in Utah or the only
frequency pairs coordinated, but it appears to be the
only one currently on the air (I suspect more will be
on soon). Dave Williams WA7GIE procured a
recent vintage solid state base station and antenna,
John Lloyd K7JL supplied a control board, Clint
Turner KA7OEI supplied brains (he actually
assembled and retuned the complex duplexer
needed for this machine), Glen Worthington
WA7X supplied financial support and the cavities
for the duplexer and Larry Mahoney KB7YAF
(along with KSTU-TV) supplied the future
mountaintop site.

Additional technical information and
pictures can be found on my web site at
http://www.wa7x.com/ki7dx_rpt.html, (thanks to
KA7OEI's excellent web editing). The repeater
has an INPUT frequency of 52.150 MHz and an
OUTPUT frequency of 53.150 MHz.
A tone
squelch frequency of 146.2 Hz will be remotely
switchable but most likely left on to prevent
unwanted skip and potential local "garbage"
interference (distant stations could use the code to
talk through the machine if desired, though). The
repeater will ID as KI7DX (Janet Worthington's
call) since she will be around more to monitor the
operation (and it is a real cool callsign too!)
Don't expect 6 meters to operate like 2
meters or 440 with a handheld and rubber duck
antenna. Just as 440 handhelds work consistently
better into repeaters than 2-meter handhelds, the 6meter handhelds with a duck will seem to just
barely work. Why is that? Well, a quarter
wavelength on 6 meters is about 54". If you used a
54" antenna AND a 54" counterpoise (like the
floppy wire "tiger tails" supplied by popular
antenna manufacturers) you would get out great,
unless you're in a building with windows (or RF
transparent) openings greater than 54". Here is
where 440 really shines with a 6" quarter
wavelength and the radio itself almost always 6" of
counterpoise. Bottom line: a small rubber duck
on 6 meters probably has a negative 10 dB gain!
But from a mobile, an external antenna will
fit the bill. A ¼ wave "buggy whip" will work the
best, but practically speaking a loaded ¼ wave will
work fine. A neat trick is that the Larsen 5/8 wave
2-meter antenna also functions as a 6-meter ¼
wave loaded antenna. Most antenna manufacturers
also have loaded antennas that work well for this
band. With the requirement for a counterpoise of
54” of metal, most vehicles work fine, but you will
find out that the placement of the antenna on the
vehicle is much more critical than for either 2
meters or 440. I placed one near the front left hood
on a lip mount and adjusted the antenna length to
resonate on the desired frequency. All looked great
until I opened up the driver’s side door, and the
VSWR went from a respectable 1.3 to 1 up to 2.5 to
1 -- whoops! The ideal placement would be in the
center of a large metal roof, but one has to do what
works best for practicality, too.
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Another problem with this band can be that
it is noisy. Both ignition and man-made noises
affect the reception in this band. Many of the
commercial rigs have an excellent noise blanker
that can extend the useful receive sensitivity by 10
dB or more. Most commercial receivers in this
range have sensitivities of better than .15 microvolt
for 20 dB quieting. Another fact is that the radio
waves propagate differently than on 2 meters and
440. Just as the higher in frequency the more radio
waves travel in a straight line, the lower in
frequency bands tend to stretch the radio horizon.
This also extends the useful range of 6 meters (even
without skip). And then there is the "aperture" of
the larger antenna (look this up in the ARRL
antenna handbook), making the range of a
repeater, with proper installation of the mobile
antennas, greatly extended.
Once we get the
machine up on the mountain, we will be looking for
coverage reports from as many stations as possible.
There is still some debate concerning linking this
repeater to a 440 or 2-meter machine; maybe we
will make it switchable remotely.
This will be an open repeater in the spirit of
Amateur radio. See you down (or up) on 6 meters
soon!
73, WA7X1

222 MHz: The Forgotten Frontier
Recently I heard a conversation on a local
repeater about a new HF/VHF/UHF multiband rig.
One of the parties mentioned that "it covers all
bands from 160 meters to 440 MHz, except, of
course, 222 MHz." The other party chimed in and

said, "Well, no need for 222 in a mobile rig. Only
data and packet are allowed on 222." I bit my
tongue, and I'm still biting it; so now I'm writing an
article for the newsletter!
I earned my novice license about 11 years
ago in the Washington, DC area. My first "rig"
was a 220 HT (back then, the 1.25 meter band
stretched from 220 to 225 MHz, and was referred to
as "220". Thus, for "old timers" like myself, it is
hard to call it 222!). In the DC area, there were
several 220 repeaters that enjoyed a large number
of users, yet the repeaters always seemed to be
quiet when you wanted to make a call.
There are several widely proliferated
misconceptions about the 1.25 meter band. The
first one, mentioned earlier, is that the band is for
data traffic only. This may be a good use for certain
portions of the band, but that would be like saying 2
meters is only for APRS. Another misconception
is that radio manufacturers want no part of the "220
business", since the band is allocated on a shared
basis with the government. If this were the case,
we would have a hard time finding equipment for
use on 440 (70cm)!
The main reason that we don't see a lot of
equipment for 220 is based on international
allocations of the spectrum. 1.25 meters is
allocated for amateur use in only a few countries
(Japan is not one of them see the connection?). 2
meters, on the other hand, is an amateur band in
many nations across the globe. Thus, radio
manufacturers have a smaller market for 220 gear
than they do for other equipment. Since the market
is smaller and fewer rigs are offered, 220
equipment tends to draw a higher price than similar
rigs that cover other bands.
So maybe you're saying to yourself, "Okay,
I live in Utah and there's no 220 activity here
anyway. So what does it matter to me?" First, it's
always helpful to understand different aspects of
the amateur service. Second, there is actually
quite a bit available to Utah hams on 1.25 meters.
The IREAN (Intermountain Repeater Emergency
Amateur Network) 222 MHz repeater system
covers large parts of the state, and it can be linked
into other systems across the Western states. The
repeaters have nice HT and mobile coverage all
along the Wasatch Front.
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While you may not always hear a lot of
activity on the repeaters, there are usually plenty of
people listening (very friendly folks, I might add).
In addition, quiet repeaters with wide coverage are
great for keeping in touch with licensed family and
friends without having to monitor busy repeaters
or having to wait for a break between long-winded
conversations.
222 MHz is a nice band with a lot to offer,
from repeaters and simplex to packet and weaksignal work. If you have a 220 rig in the basement,
dust it off and give the band another try. If you're
looking to try a new band or want to get away from
the crowds, perhaps it's worth your while to look
into picking up a 220 rig. There are some nice rigs
on the market these days at fairly reasonable prices.
When you get on the air, give me a call!
If you'd like more information regarding
the IREAN 222 MHz repeaters, check out their
web-site at http://www.asd-webtec.com/irean/

po in ts ma ki ng 19 ,0 52 ra w QS Os . Th is
performance netted them a new M/M World
Record, an M/M North American Record, an AllTime CW QSO Record, and a new 40m QSO
Record... and this was all done from a 2-point
location! Of particular note is the fact that the
antenna strategy designed by N6BT, K2KW and
N6BV, consisted of erecting Force 12 vertical
parasitic arrays that were transported to Jamaica as
luggage in two hard-sided golf-bag cases.
Kenny does not have a station of his own,
and all of his operating is done from the DX end, or
as a guest op from local stations. Currently Kenny
is
semiretired from the Cellular Telephone
In du st ry, wh er e he wa s a In te rn at io na l
Telecommunications Analyst.
Calls held include: 6Y2A, 6Y4A, VP5TT,
VP 5V KS , VP 5V DC , HL 9C W, ON 9C XX ,
K2KW/6Y5/YV1/YV5/YV7, WM2C,
WM 2C /C T1 /D L/ PA/O N/ HA /V P5 /C 6A /Y V5 ,
WA2UUH, and WA2UUH/KH6/KH2.

73! Rick, N9SP1

April Meeting
Kenny Silverman, K2KW, a well-known
contester and dxer, has agreed to speak to the Utah
Amateur Radio Club on Thursday, April 6, 2000.
First licensed at 14 years of age as
WN2UUH, Kenny quickly became interested in
contesting. But it wasn't until he became real DX in
the mid-1980's as HL9CW did the serious contest
and DXpedition bug really bite. Since then, Kenny
has racked up an impressive list of contesting
accomplishments and world records. He has just
returned from the Caicos Islands where, operating
as VP5TT, he won the Single Operator Single Band
15 Meter class with 360,903 points making 2036
QSOs and gaining 59 multipliers.
You have probably heard of Kenny's role as
team leader for the 6Y4A, 6Y2A, and 4M7X Multi
Operator/Multi Transmitter operations - the group
also known as "Team Vertical". The team consists
of N6BT (Tom), N6BV (Dean), W9QA (Dave),
N6TV (Bob) & W4SO (Scott), AG9A (Mark) &
KE7X (Fred), and K2KW (Kenny). Team
Assistants were AF7Y (Dennis Utley) and his son
K7CO (JT). In 1998, 6Y2A scored 44,138,528

Team Member (op at): 4M7X, 4M5X, 4M5I,
4M1X, YW5LT, KP2A/KP5, C6AHX, VP5P,
VS6WO, HL9US, 4U1ITU, 4U0ITU, PI4COM,
OT4T, VU2RAK, and K9VV/XE2.
Darryl Hazelgren, AF7O1
[The following is an excerpt of an e-mail distributed
to members of the Force 12 Rreflector. The author,
Tom Shiller, N6BT, is President of Force 12 and the
designer of all Force 12 antenna products. The
article is shared with readers of the Microvolt by
Darryl Hazelgren, AF7O, with the permission of
N6BT. Ed.]

The Illuminator
.... Everything does work, to some degree
or other. I hope everyone will agree that this
statement is absolutely true. How well it “works”
is the issue, and this is the performance of the
antenna system.
....The performance envelope addresses the
practical relationship between enjoyment of
amateur radio and antenna performance. The
entire station should be considered; however, the
radios available today are all pretty good, so the
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antenna system is the major key.
....A 150 watt bulb was selected and a TS805S transceiver which had been adjusted to run a
bit more power than normal was used. The bulb
was mounted on a porcelain base atop a wooden
fence post at a height of about 4'. The bulb was fed
through a Force 12 B-1 current balun with 3" leads,
and the coax feedline was 9913 Flex, to minimize
loss. The feedline ran straight down the fence
post, then along the ground. There were no other
antennas within two wavelengths on 10 meters, but
to make sure, the closest Yagi was kept with the
elements at 90 degrees (ends-on) to the target area.
The VSWR of the 150 watt bulb was about
4:1 and the built-in tuner matched it easily, but there
was a little problem. As the filament heated up, the
impedance changed, so I had to hit the tuner button
at random moments in order to have a good match
whe n sen din g.
One ope rat ing tec hni que
developed, which was to use the XIT, transmit for a
second off frequency to heat the filament, turn off
the XIT and make the call. I eventually used an
external tuner, which made operating much easier,
as I could make real time adjustments as necessary.
The first time "The Illuminator" was on the
air was during the latest 10-10 contest. I operated
a total of about an hour. All of the contacts were in
the Midwest. Experimentation showed that if a
station moved the S-meter to S-3, I was fairly sure
we could make the path. Many of the QSO's were
with one call, no repeats, no comment about how
weak the signal was. Interesting. It was obvious
that the station on the other end was providing the
majority of the resources to make the path.
Nevertheless, it "worked."
I remembered the
many times I have heard how well an antenna
"works", because of the number of countries that
have been worked. All right, then, maybe we can
do even better.
The A.R.R.L DX CW contest was coming.
Our weather was not very nice, with heavy rain and
high winds. The QTH is on a small hill and the
wind is usually extremely strong, but at least I did
not have to be concerned about the rotator on the
light bulb! Trying to complete some outside work
between storms, I got on the air. I have operated
contests for more than 35 years, but I never felt so
ill-equipped to call someone. It was mid-morning
on Saturday and the first station I decided to try was
V47KP. I send my call at 36 wpm - he comes right

back - one call, perfect. Just like using a "real
antenna." Hey, that is not only a new country with
a light bulb, but a new distance record.
My
sporadic operating produced 14 countries the first
day. I brought the log to the Paso Robles Amateur
radio Club pot luck dinner that evening and Larry,
W7CB noticed I was missing Africa for worked all
continents. Aha - another challenge! I figured the
best bet would be if Jim Neiger, ZD8Z were on.
The sun had begun to illuminate the morning sky,
and I was tuning across the band with "The
Illuminator." By the way, the band is really quiet on
this antenna. I hear some one. Sure enough, there
he is. He was having trouble maintaining his
frequency and hearing through some European
stations. His signal was less than S1 on the meter,
so I knew I would have to wait for conditions to
improve. About 90 minutes later, the sun was fully
up, and so was ZD8Z, reaching S3/S4 on peaks. It
took a few calls, but we made it: the first Worked
All Continents on a light bulb.
Now I was really motivated, but there was
more work outside before the next rain. I decided
that short "rest periods" were necessary every hour.
The country count at the end of the contest was 28,
with 41 stations worked. We now know that truly,
everything works. The performance envelope is the
important factor.
Although I had fun using the light bulb, it
certainly would not promote my interest in amateur
radio if it were my only antenna. Radio would be
boring and frustating, to say the least. Adding a
kilowatt amplifier would allow more QSOs to be
made, but I would not hear any better. I would not
be aware of the sea of activity on our bands. The
more efficient our antenna, the more enjoyment we
can get from our wonderful hobby.
[Ed. Note: We’ve known for a long time that using
a light bulb for a dummy load can cause significant
interference, but this? QSOs have been made with
window screens, drain pipes, trash cans shopping
carts, and flag poles (real onws, not the stealth
antenna kind), so why not a light bulb?1
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My First Radio
I remember it well. It was in March, 1953
and I was a new novice and tech licensee with
absolutely no money to buy a radio. Never gave it
a thought. Homebrew was the only way to go. I
did have a pretty good junk box of old radios
donated by friends who heard I was tinkering with
radios.
First came the receiver which had an RF
amp and two IF stages -- also had some controllable
positive feedback in the RF amp to help the
selectivity and sensitivity (also caused the RF amp
to radiate its own signal somewhere, but who knew
anything about that?
Of course there were no
solid state devices. Just the wireless valves. But
the receiver worked pretty good.
Next was the transmitter. Forty watts to a
6C5-6L6 tube line-up. Probably put out about 25
watts. In those days we measured power in, not
power out. It was easier that way.
The rig was crystal controlled. Nobody
thought of a VFO until you were a General Class.
The frequency was in the 80-meter band. The
send-receive switch was a DPDT knife switch.
The power transformer and choke were rescued
from one of the first "All electric" RCA Radios -about 1928 vintage.
Well, the big day finally came, and I fired
up the station and called CQ. It was a real thrill to
hear my own call letters coming back to me on that
junk box station. I worked a bunch of states and
had a lot of fun building and using this rig. I had to
buy a crystal and tuning capacitor, but the total cash
outlay for this station was about $3.50. Yes, that
was Three Dollars and Fifty Cents. Not bad for
my first Radio.
73 - Dick Bell, W7TGC1

Tigger's Corner
Alexander Graham Doorbell
Out of the early years of the last century,
came some of the most ingenious inventions ever.
Without them our daily lives would be much less
convenient and more tiresome.
My favorite
inventor of the period was Alexander Graham Bell;

we all know what he was most famous for
inventing. But few realize that he was responsible
for an even more widely used, lower tech device
that we all use on a daily basis. It's even named
after him, (sort of). It's called a doorbell.
Out of the early Bell system research labs
came news of a breakthrough. People soon learned
that Bell's scientists had developed a remote
"people sensor", that provided a low impedance
circuit closure whenever someone approached it
and put their finger on it.
This was fantastic. The scientists could
hardly wait to find new applications for their new
sensor. In this lab there was a particularly brilliant
apprentice, however. As is frequently the case
with brilliant apprentices, he was absent-minded -a real ding-a-ling. He is said to have heard bells in
his head that no one else could hear. He had the
idea that he could hook up an electrically operated
bell to the new people sensor so it would be easier
to detect when folks were on the front porch.
The scientific community was stunned. It
was ingenious. The Bell lab scientists had once
again proven their genius to the world. It was no
longer necessary to bruise one's knuckles pounding
on someone else's door; you simply set off their
"Bell System" people sensor and annoyed them
with much less effort on your part. Without this
new invention, legions of children might never
know the simple delight of annoying their
neighbors with a delightful game of "Doorbell
Ditch".
Imagine how much harder Trick-orTreating was before the invention of the doorbell.
Later on, when traveling salesmen found
that folks had gotten wise to the fact that they didn't
always want to talk to the person setting off their
people sensors, and wouldn't answer the door, they
called upon the Bell System to invent another
ringing device that could actually be installed in the
most intimate parts of a person's home. Then they
taught the traveling salesmen how to be something
called a telemarketer.
But that's another
story....Thank You Alexander Graham Doorbell.
(Next Month; How Albert Einstein
invented relatives!)
GOTCHA! APRIL FOOL.
KA7TGR1
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HamFest and Computer Swapmeet
The Eastern Idaho UHF Society is having its ARRL
sanctioned HamFest and Computer Swapmeet on
April 22, 2000 at the Idaho Falls Elks Lodge, 640
East Elva. The assigned talk-in frequencies will be
443.00 MHz(+) UHF and 147.15 MHz(+) VHF.
Advance reservations (planned):
Table - $5.00 (incl. one admission)
Single admission - $2.00
Commercial - $35.00 (incl. two
admissions)
At the door:
Table - $7.00 (incl. one admission)
Single admission - $3.00
Commercial - $40.00 (incl. two
admissions)
Checks are to be made payable to:
Eastern Idaho UHF Society
c/o Jay Greenberg, HamFest Chairman
2582 Granite Way
Idaho Falls, Idaho 834021
There will be VEC testing for all license classes
(new regulations) and guest presentations:
Two DX talks by Bill Freede, W7II
APRS talk by Tom Schaefer, NY4I
The main door prize will be a Kenwood TM-V7A
dual-band mobile, and the EIUHFS will be selling
Ten-Tec kits. Rooms have been blocked at
Cavanaugh's with room rates ranging from $55.00
to $65.00 (request "Special HamFest Room Rate").
For additional information:
(208) 524-1388 Evenings and Weekends
(208) 526-7033 Weekdays
e-mail wa4vrv@srv.net1

Year 2000
Shari Allen KD7GYD
Quincy Andelin KD7EPR
Carl Anderson WA7PIB
Debbie Ashman KD7GVF
Robert J. Attridge KD7ENV
Kline P. Barney, Jr. KD7HQJ
John Barrett
Eldon W. Bates KC7DI
Randall Bready KC6QGT
Karl Christiansen N7PLI
Daniel B. Clawson KB7YNU
Jesse N. Davis KD7HUB
Dan Dolan KD7GCO
Bill Dunlap N8FIX
Richard Evans N7PCE
Eric D. Foster New ham
David M. Gittins KD7GYH
Milton D. Harvey KD7GYI
Ivy Hasty KD7DAJ
Richard A. Jensen KD7HEB
Theron Thomas Johnson KD7IDG
Sam S. Matthews KD7HQO
Paul H. Matthews KD7HQL
Randall D. Maxfield KD7EGS
Will Mitchell KD7HMD
Donald G. Mitchell New ham
Michael Mitchell New Ham
Mark Mitchell
Linda Oaks KD7GBW
Michael D. Pettit KD7BIT
Keith Pulley KD7GYO
Talitha Pulley KD7GYP
Ronald L. Rosquist KD7EOA
Bob Schaus KD7FQF
Laren R. Shortridge KD7EOE
France R. Shortridge KD7ESR
Owen Smoot VI KD7HQE
Gerald VanOrman KA7GSS
James Wilder KN4TT
Wesley Wilkinson W7WES
Tom Williams KD7GYU
Pat Williams KD7GYT
Erich Zeisler N7ERZ
Mathew J. Zundel KD7HHW
LISTEN FOR THEM!1

New UARC Members for
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UTAH HAMFEST 2000
ARRL UTAH STATE CONVENTION
Ruby's Inn - Bryce , Utah
July 7, 8, 9, 2000 (Friday, Saturday & Sunday)
Ruby's Inn - Bryce , Utah (1 mile north of Br yce Canyon)
Visit the following Web sites for more details: WWW.utahhamfest.org, WWW.RubysInn.com
Mark your Calendars now; Publish this flyer in your Newsletters; Announce at Club meetings;
Copy for widest Distribution; Utah Hamfest needs your support; Success = More Utah Hamfests

Activities Include:
Dealer and Swap Meet Areas
Seminars and Forums
Women's and Children's Events
Contests:
Hi Speed CW, Low Speed CW, QLF
Mobile Installation
Transformer Toss (a new method)
Transmitter Hunts (a new challenge)

Prize Drawings
Wouff Hong
Radio/Antenna Testing and Evaluations
Amateur License Exams
Utah Hamfest
P.O. Box 382
Bountiful, Utah 84011-0382
Web Page: WWW.Utahhamfest.org
Swap spaces available with paid registration
Tail gate spaces $5.00 with paid registration
Swap Tables $5.00 with paid registration

Accommodations:
Ruby's Inn Special Rates prior to June 7
2 Queen Beds $75, Lodge across street $50
Contact: Keith in Group Sales
Ask For Special Utah Hamfest Room Rates
Call: 1-435-834-5341 Ext. 7222
RV/Campground: 435-834-5301 Fax 435-834-5481
Full Hookups Start @ $22.50 + Tax
Electric & Water Start @ $21.00 + Tax
Tent Spaces Start @ $14.50 + Tax
Tipi Rental Start @ $21.00 + Tax

Registration Information:
th

Adult (18 and over) $7.00 Before June 7
$10.00 at the door (No mail-in after June 7, 2000)
th
Youth (17 & Under) $3.00 before June 7
$5.00 at the door
(Youth registrations eligible for youth prizes only)

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Please clip here and mail. Don’t miss this hamfest!- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Please Print
Name: _________________________Callsign: ___________Email:____________________
Address: ________________________ Phone: _______-_______-______ VE Exam Y/N________
City: ____________________________State: ________ Zip+4 _______-_____
Number of Adults: _______ X $ _____._____ = $ ______.____
Number of Youth: ________ X $ _____._____ = $ ______.____ (17 & under)
Breakfast Buffet: ________ X $ 8 . 00 = $ ______.____
Swap Meet Table: _______ X $ 5 . 00 = $ ______.____
Swap Meet Tail Gate:_____ X $ 5 . 00 = $ ______.____
Total: = $ ______.____
Names of Additional Attendees:
_____________________________________________Callsign:____________ VE Exam Y/N________
_____________________________________________Callsign:____________ VE Exam Y/N ________
_____________________________________________Callsign:____________ VE Exam Y/N ________
_____________________________________________Callsign:____________ VE Exam Y/N ________
Mail-ins: Check or Money orders Payable to: Utah Hamfest @ PO Box 382 Bountiful, UT 84011-0382
Must have names and callsigns (if applicable) of all registered attendees.
Microvolt

